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Brothers,
In the midst of finals, elections have come and passed. As we wait out the
pandemic, excitement for the semester to come is bubbling up among the new
officers the brotherhood. In optimism-driven high spirits, all of the
undergraduates share the desire to rejoice in face-to-face gathering, more
intimate conversation, and delicious gastronomy artfully provided by Chef Kaile
Lacourcierre.
In the case that you haven’t since the arrival of the April 2020 Newsletter,
join our brotherhood’s Xi of Psi Upsilon LinkedIn group to connect with
current undergraduates or reconnect with brothers of your own time! There are
always Xi undergraduates who are interested in internship or career
opportunities, so if any of you comes across one, please consider posting it to
this LinkedIn group.
The Bob Jones’ award has been presented to a senior recipient this
beautiful May. Brother Grant Hill arrived on top of the poll for the most
outstanding loyalty, service, and contribution to the Xi in his class.
Pledging in the fall is currently being discussed, both remote and in
person options are being laid out. Additionally, debate as to whether or not we
will hold rush and add in a new fall pledge class is ongoing, though this is largely
dependent on our unknown date-of-return to campus.
Discussions with a variety of professors have yielded mixed information
on the possibility of a timely return to campus. Up in the air are the possibilities
of splitting up the semester into two quarters (one online, one in person),
delaying the start of classes to October, and even a system involving the option
of online classes for high-risk students and professors along with any who feel
uncomfortable being confined to the residential setting that is so integral to our
learning and continued bonding as a brotherhood. More information will
become available in June and early July, but time will tell us what the future
holds more accurately than our projections. Stay in high spirits and good health
brothers!
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Below you will find the fruit of our deliberative election process.
Here is the bench…

Archon: Drew Hill

Secretary: Lydia Leiber

Vice President and Junior Member of
the Judicial Board: Martha Wedner

Treasurer and Alumni Chair:
Norm Cotteleer
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Internal and External House Manager, also Brand Czar: Lars Delin

Risk Manager and Junior Member of the Judicial Board: Tyler Jenkins
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Senior Critic: Iniya Monroe

Pledge Educator and Co-Social Wellness Chair: Hasanti Kelly
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Co-Social Wellness Chair and Junior Member of the Judicial Board: Lucie Reiss

Senior Member of the Judicial Board: Lulu Largent
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Senior Member of the Judicial Board: Paul McLaren

Community Service Chair: Ben McDonald
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Inter-Greek Council Representatives: Delando Clark (top) and Milena Sigerson
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Chique Chaque Steward: Nia Lowe

Social Chair: Shakaa Chaiban
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Sustainability Chair and Athletic Czar: Asher Leeming

Below you can view a picture of Bob Jones’ award recipient Brother Grant Hill.
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Donate
Please consider gifting the Xi with a donation to the Xi of Psi Upsilon fund.
These donations are integral in maintaining and improving our beautiful chapter
house. To do so, simply click here or make checks payable to the Xi Chapter of
Psi Upsilon; address: Lichtenstein Financial Services, 25 New London Turnpike,
Glastonbury, CT 06033.
If you wish to donate to the aforementioned fund that Brother Martha Wedner
and I have opened to focus on the immediate improvement of equipment and
various other aspects of the house, that can be done here.
We sincerely thank all who have already contributed to either of these funds.
Your help is vital to this fraternity.

Contact
Again, I cannot stress enough how mutually beneficial a strengthened
brotherhood is. Ours spans decades and can provide a whole world of mighty
friendships and life-long bonds, so please join our LinkedIn group Xi of Psi
Upsilon which can be accessed here. You can post and connect with other
brothers immediately after joining!
As always, please communicate with me! I will be staying on as Alumni Chair
for the Fall of 2020, so please message me with any ideas, questions, or
concerns that you have in addition to any history about your experience as a
brother that you are willing to share. I am most easily reachable through my
phone, +1 860-929-1083 and by email, ncotteleerii@wesleyan.edu.
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